The article 13 of the new AVMSD has
been at the core of the European
public debate. According to paragraph
1 of the article 13, “Member States shall
ensure that media service providers of
on-demand audiovisual media services
under their jurisdiction secure at least
a 30% share of European works in their
catalogues and ensure prominence of
those works”.
The paragraph 2 of article 13 provides
that “where Member States require
media service providers under their
jurisdiction to contribute financially to
the production of European works,
including via direct investment in
content and contribution to national
funds, they may also require media
service providers targeting audiences
in their territories, but established in
other Member States to make such
financial contributions, which shall be
proportionate and non-discriminatory”.
Finally, under the paragraph 3, “the
financial contribution shall be based
only on the revenues earned in the
targeted Member States”.
Member States shall report to the
European Commission “by December
19, 2021 and every two years thereafter
on the implementation of paragraphs 1
and 2” (paragraph 4 of article 13).

Under the discussions on the new bill, the discourse of French authorities and cinema milieu is built around
the term “cultural sovereignty”. This term was also brought up in the 1990s during negotiations on the
Multilateral Agreement on Investment. Finally, French authorities had considered it as “protectionist” and
“defensive” and they opted for the term “cultural diversity”, a more “federating” term in the context of that
time.
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